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4. _CONNFCTI~G CIFCUI'l1S 

a..__MANU[~~TUFING 'IESTING REQUlRBMENTS 

SECTION I_-_GFNFFAL DESCRIPTION 

.L__PURPQ§F OF CIFCOlT 

P!\.GE 

6 

6 

1.01 The processor frame power circuit 
(PFPC) provides for the contr~l and 
distribution of the various operating 
volt~ges required for the circuits that 
conprise the systew processor. 

l...__~ENEEAI DESCFI~TION OF OPERATION 

2.01 Central office -48 volt and 
+24 volt potentials connect from the po~er 
distribution frawe (PDF) to the PFPC where 
local fusing ar.d further distribution to 
processor circuits are provided. Po~er 
modules (de-to-de converters) in the PFPC 
derive the +3 volt and +5 volt potentials 
require~ by ~he 3~ central control (3A CCJ. 
Other processor units (ie, the main store 
controller ard wemory [MASC&M], the main 
store memory [~ASM), and the input/output 
control (I/0 control]) contain the po~er 
converters reauired to provide their 
operatirq potentials. These converters, as 
well as those in the PFPC, are activated 
via the PFPC in conjunction wi~h the 3A C~ 
control panel PCWFP key. ' 

2.02 The power modules are activated by 
the application of a +2q volt start 
(+24 ST) sigral. These siqnal.s are 

providej via cortacts on PFPC relays STA~ 
and STBC through STB2. A 2-step (~ and B) 
power-on sequerce is provided. Relay srA~ 
operates wher the POWEF key is in the ON 
position. Tr.e operation of relays STB0 
through STB2 is 1elayP~ long enough to 
ensure that thP output of convert~rs 
activatej by relay STAO is settle~ at the 
proper level. ~tus, circuits oowere~ from 
A conver~ers should be s~able whilP. e po~er 
is comin~ up. ~ con~rol signal from th~ 
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PFFC holds 3A cc circuits powered fro~ A 
oonverters in an initialized state for a 
ti~e sufficient for the output of B 
oonverters to stabilize. This allo~s the 
3A cc to start from a known point and 
prevents extraneous I/0 orders while power 
is coming up. 

2.03 Note that, while circuit operating 
potentials are controlled via the 3A cc 
control panel POWER key, -48 volts and 
+24 volts associated with power (ie, the 
input to powe.c modules, reference circuits, 
and indicators) are not. Thus, thes~ 
potentials will be present in the various 
processor frame units when the POWER 
key/lamp indicates power is off. Also, an 
interlock exists to prevent accidental 
removal of p~~er from the active (on-line) 
processor. A control signal from the 3A cc 
can prevent power shutdown independent of 
the POWER key when the processor is active. 

2.04 Each power module provides an 
out-of-limit power alarm (PA) signal ard an 
out-of-control fuse alarm (FA) signal. The 
FA signal can be due to a converter 
supplying excessive output current or 
havin1 an output voltage that is grossly 
out of limits. The converter will shut 
itself down for an FA condition and will 

- maintain the FA signal until the trouble i~ 
cleared and the alarm reset. An 
illuminated LED on the responsible 
converter accompani€s either the PA or FA. 
'Ihe LED is extinguished after clearing the 
alarm condition via the POWER RESEI' key on 
the PFPC. 

2.05 The PA signal for all converters 
(except the 5-volt converters associated 

~ith the MASC&M and MA&~ units) is 
collected by , the PFPC, where it is latched 
and converted to a minor alarm signal. The 
minor alarm is reported to the on-line 
processor via the scanner circuit and to 
the office alarm circuit. The minor alarm 
is reset via the POWER RESET key in the 
PFPC. 

2.06 The FA signal for all converters 
along with the MASC&~ and MASM 5-volt 
converter PA signals and the blzy~n fuse 
signals are combined and detected by the 
PFFC. The combined signal is latched and 
converted to a major alarm. The major 
alarm is reported to the on-line processor 
via the scanner circuit and to the office 
alarm circuit. Since a portion of the 
processor can be without power when a major 
alarm occurs (due to a blown fuse or a 
converter shutdown), the PFPC removes 
processor power. Power may be restored 
when the trouble is cleared by operating 
the PCWER RESET key in the P:PC. 

2.07 The ability of each converter to 
respor.d to a PA condition can be tPsted by 
the PFPC. A PA test can te initiated 
manually by the 3A CC control panel LP.~P & 
FOWER TEST key. The LED on each converter 
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successfully respor.ding to the PA test will 
li~ht while tre key is held and qo out when 
the kev is released. This test can also be 
performe1 automatically by operating a 
decoder poir.t and monitoring the minor 
alarm scan poiPt. 

SECrION_II_ - CETAII£0 DESCPI'PTION 

1. _GENEFAI 

1.01 IP the followinq description, 
le31s with ~nemonics that end in 1 are 
qenerally high when active or in the one 
state. Those that end in Oare generally 
iow when active or in the one state. 

k_POW~E_CON'TFOI - FS 1 

NORMAL POWER CFF-TO-ON SEQUENCE 

2.01 Tre 3A cc control panel 'POWER kev 
is shown i~ tre oower-off state. When 
power is off, relays STAQ and STBO throuqh 
STB2 are released. Leads S'!'A~01 throuqh 
STA031, STBC(1 through STB~21, STB101 
through STF131, and STB201 through STB221 
are disconrected from +2n volts and do not 
supoly the power-on signal to their 
associated circuits. Lea1 PWFOFFO is low, 
which si~nals the 3A CC to hold in th~ 
initialized state when power comes on. 
Relay MJO is ooerated in the absence of a 
major alar~. 

2.02 ~peratinq the POWER key to the 
power-on state returns the qroun~, PWRKAM~. 
via lead PWR¥P..1", and the operated MJO relay 
contact to relay STA~. causing STA~ to 
operate. leads STJI.C01 throuqh STA031 close 
to +24 volts as a power-on signal to their 
associated circuits. Input AFO~O to the 
CONT~OL elemer.t of circuit pack (CD) FC21~ 
is grounded ~Y t~e operated STAO and MJ~ 
relays. 

2.~3 This trigq~rs a delay circuit 
which, after 8<.'~ ws (nominal, 5<.'0 ms to 
2 seconds allowing for tolerances), groun~s 
lea1 DBP<'N01. lead OBRLYO follows DBPON01 
to grourd ard operates relay STBO. Leads 
STB001 throuqh STP021 close to +24 volts as 
a power-on ·signal to their associated 
circuits. AT STP<.' contact also grounds 
osra1.2~ to operate relays STB1 an~ STB2. 
Leads STB101 tProuqh STB131 (and STR201 
through STB221) close to +24 volts as a 
power-on sianal to their associated 
circuits. lead F~'PIO is also grounded to 
light the FOWFF lamp on the 3A cc control 
panel. 

2.04 Input PPONO to the CP FC210 
CONTROL ele~ent is qrounded when relays 
S'IBO, STB1, and STR2 ooerate. This 
triqqers anotPer d~lay circuit (8~0 ~s 
nominal, S~O ~s to 2 seconds allowing for 
circuit tolerarces) that, when the time 
period is exceed~d, allows lead P~OFFn to 
go hig~. P.ll circuit powPr should be 
stable by this tim~, an~ the 3A cc is no 
lon~er held ir tPe ini~ialized state. 

(. 
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NOFMAL POWER CN-TO-OFF SEQUENCE 

2.05 Relays M.JO, STAO, STBO, STB1, and 
STB2 are all in the operated state when· 
power is on. Note that the STAC relay is 
held operated via the POWER k~y and via an 
STBO contact. Lead LOFF1 must be high for 
power to be turned off via the POWER key. 
Lead I~FF1 is high when the 3A CC is locked 
off line and in the manual mode or when the 
3A CC is in tt.e test and manual modes. 

2.06 When the POWER key is operated to 
the power-off oosition, lead FWRKAM is 
open-circuited, -but relay STAO is held 
operated through the STBO contact. lead 
PWRKAB is grounded in the power-off state. 
with PWRKAB at ground and LOFF1 high, lead 
CBRLYO goes high and relay STBO releases. 
contact 11 of STBO is an early break-make 
and should OfEn before contact 9, which is 
an early make-break. Thus, relays STB1 and 
STB2 should have their operate path (via 
contact 11) opened before relay STAO (via 
contact 9). This delay removes B power 
before A power. Input APONO opens when 
relay STAO releases, causing lead PWFOFFO 
to go low. This is the state which holds 
the 3A CC initialized when power is turned 
on. 

2.07 Note that with lead LOFF1 low, 
lead C-BRYLO r-emains low independent of the 
FOWER key. Relay STBO remains operated and 
holds STAO operated. The POWER key in the 
off position with power on is an abnormal 
condition and is reported to the scanner 
via the power alarm circuitry. 

FOWER DO'i<iN DUE TO MAJOR ALARM 

2.08 A blown fuse or a power module FA 
signal causes relay MJO to release. 
CON~ROL input APONO and the POWER key 
operate path to relay STAO are thus opened 
ty contacts 1 and 3 of MJO. Relay STAO 
remains operated via STBO contact 9 for the 
ffiOment. Lead DBPON1 follows APONO high, 
causing relay STBO to release and power to 
shut down in the manner described in 2.05 
through 2.07, with the exception that the 
POWER key remains in the operated position 
and lead LOFF1 has no effect. 

FOWER RESTORATION FROM A MAJOR ALARM 

2.09 When the source of the alarm is 
cleared, power is restored by operating the 
major alarm relay (assuming that the POWER 
key remains in the power-on state) • The 
major alarm relay is operated via the POWER 
BESET key, as will be described for FS 2. 
Relay STAO is operated via PWRKAM and MJO 
contact 1, APONO is grounded via MJ~ 
contact 3 and STAO contact 9, and the power 
is sequenced up as described in 2.01 
through 2.04. 

3. _POWEF_ALAFM_- FS 2 

3.01 Pelays ~JO, MN, and ITT'A are 
normally held in the operated state. Relay 
MJO is released to indicate a ma;or alarm. 
A minor alar~ is qenerated when relay M.~ or 
NPA releases. Felay MJO is controlled by a 
flip-flop cortaired in the ALARMS element 
of CP FC21C. C'utput ORLYOO is at groun1 to 
operate relay ?-!JC. The alarm bus for 
+24 volt fuse~ connects to input +FA1. The 
alarm bus for -4~ volt fuses connects to 
input -FAG. ~h~ FA siqnal from all po~er 
modules and the PA signal (via a buffer 
circuit) from ~isc&M and MASM +5 volt power 
modules conr.ect to the CVFA1 input. Any of 
these ir.puts actjve (nominally +20 volts 
for +FA1 ard CVFA1 and -4~ volts for -FAO) 
sets the flip-flop, which releases relay 
MJO. Leads MJ~ and MJR~ comprise a 
normally-closEd loop to the system scanner 
an~ MJ1 or MJ1A can be paired with lead 
MJ1R to provide a normally-closea or 
normally-open locp to the office alarm 
circuit to wonitor the major alarm. An 
alarm irdication is also qiven at the frame 
by illuminatir.g the PWFES lamp via MJ"" 
contact 2. 

3.02 The FA signal from all po~er 
modules except these associated with the 
MASC&M arid MI\SM units are conTiecteil to the 
PAI1 input to tlie AIA~MS element of CP 
FC210. When input PAI1 is active 
(nominally +2C volts) a flip-flop is set 
that causes lead ORLY1~ to go hiqh and 
rel·ease relay MN. Leads MM') and MNRO 
comorise a rormally closed loop to the 
system scanner, and lead MN1 or MN1~ can be 
paired with MN1R to provide a normally 
closed or normally open loop to the office 
alarm circuit to report the mino~ alarm. 
contact 9 of the MN relay lights the PWRES 
lamp when a minor alarm is present. 

3.03 Either alarm is retired by 
clearing the cause and operatinq the PWRES 
key. Tbis grounds the NPAO net, which 
clears both alar~ flip-flops to the state 
where outputs OF1Y00 and OFLY10 are at 
ground to operate relays MN and MJO. The 
NPAO leaj at around also extinguishes all 
power ~odule IEDs that may have been 
illuminatea ir. conjunction with the alarm 
condition. 

POWER ALAFt' TFST 

3.04 The ability of each power module 
to generate a PA signal, and the detection 
of this signal by the PFPC, can be tested. 
Mucn of the conv~rter circuitry for the FA 
signal is comrr.on to the PA siqnal; thus, 
all but a portion of the FA signal path is 
also exercised in the PA test. The t~~t 
can be initiated manually, via the 3~ CC 
control panel I~~F & PO~R TEST key, or 
automatically via a software-controlled 
decoier point. ~ manual test is evaluat~il 
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l::y observing the appropriate illumination 
and extinguishing of power module and CP 
FB152 and FC262 alarn LEDs. An automatic 
test is evaluated by monitoring the miror 
alarm scan point. Except for the means of 
initiation and evaluation, the test is 
similar in both the automatic and manual 
versions. 

3.05 A power module generates 
complementary power alarm signals. The PA 
signal is norroally low and ~oes high for 
the alarm state. The NFA signal is 
norroally high and goes low (less than 
•~ volts) as an alar~. The PA terminal of 
each power module and CPS FB152 and FC262 
position is wired serially so that the PA 
net will not be conti~uous if any position 
is not connected. The minor alarm 
flip-flop is connected at one end of the PA 
net (lead PAI1). ; volta~e source is 
connected to the opposite end of the net 
during 3 PA test (lead PA01). If the net 
is continuous, the !~!-I relay will release 
and a PAT signal will be generated to put 
each power lt'Odule and CPs FE152 and FC262 
into the PA state. If all units enter the 
FA state, the PA condition will be cleared 
at ~he end of the t~st by a ground on the 
1'PAv net. 

t-'l'.:HlAl POWER ALARM T~ST 

3.C6 The manual PA test is invoked by 
operati:ig (and holdi~J operated) the LA!'P &· 
FOWER TEST key on the 3A cc control panel. 
~his removes the gro~~a input O?ATR1 to the 
CP FC210 TEST ele::!er,t. ~~d __ ~~~~ is. 
grounded bi_the TEST element to operate the_ 
PA'! relay. Contact 12-·of the PAT relay_ 
closes lead OSPATO to ground as a signal to 
the MASC&~l circuit to: 

(a) Switch the PA terminal of the 2=.Yolt 
£Q.!lY~~ters associated with the me~ory 
into the frame PA net 

(c) Inhibit the FA signal otherwise 
generated by a +5 volt memory PA 

(C) Light the alar~ LED on the FC262. 

3.07 Contact 9 of the PAT relay closes 
to connect lead PA01, which is at one er1 
of the frame PA net, to +24 volts throu~h a 
current-limitinq resistor. 

3.08 If the fra=e PA net is continuous, 
this +24 volts appears at input PAI1 of CP 
FC210 element ala~~s and sets the minor 
alarm flip-flop. 7his causes lead O~IY10 
to go high and release relay XN. A LAMP & 
FOWER TSST key contact bri1ges the ~inor 
ala!'.111 loop to the scanner to prevent an 
3larm indication when MN releases during 
the manual PA test. The office alarm 
connections, MN1, ~~1A, and MN1R are not 
t;locked. With re lay MN re ledsed and re lay 
PA7 operated, lead PATO is grounded to put 
all power modules and the F~152 CP ir the 
PA state. The alar~ LED will liqht on the 
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FB152 CP and all power modules that enter 
the PA state ard may be observed. If all 
units enter the FA state, lead NPAO will 
fall below +u volts. This is ~etected by 
the FC210 TEST element, and (via leads 
NPOO, F~PAFO(', and RNPARIO) ONPARO is 
opened tc allow t~e NPA relay to ~eleas.a: - -- --· ·-··- ---~ 

3. 09 'fhe_t_est_i~ e~~e~ _by releas_i1!_9 the 
LA.\!P & POWEF TEST key, which-r-eleasest11P 
PAT -·relay. read "'NPAC is grounded, wh1le 
relays FAT ard NF~ are released. The NPA1 
signal extinguishes all IEDs and clears-to~ 
minor alarm flip-flop to operate relay MN. 
Contact 9 of relay PAT opens to operate 
relay NFA wher PAT is released. Capacitor 
Cl slo~s the operation of relay NPA to 
generate an NPA0 signal sufficient to 
perform the clearinq function. 

3.10 Tre PA test would hav~. faile<'l if 
the PA net was rot continuous. in this 
event, t~e MN relay would not have 
rel~ased, ard no PATO siqnal would have 
been generatea to liqht the converter LEDs~ 
A failure \.'Ould also result if each 
converter failed to ao into the P~ state. 
In thii; -ease, t:re NPA() siql'al .,ould not· 
have been qenerate>d. ~ faulty converter 
would n~~ have the associated IED lit. 

3.11 Notct~at..i!theNP!\. relay fails 
in the relPased state, a continuous NPA~ 
si~nal is qenera~ed while the PAT re.la'i._-is 
not operate~. ~his inhibits th~. _oo~e~ 
alarms. Contact ~ of relay NP~ is in thP 
minor alarn loop, so that it will open in· 
this event and call attention to th~ 
trouble. 

AUTOMATIC POPEF l\lARM TEST 

3.12 The auto~atic PA test is i1entical 
with the manual PA test with the followinq 
exceptiors: 

(a) The PA'! reJ!"V _is -~ontr9-lle1 __ ,_~-~ 
qround or. lead POPAT from a 
peripheral decoder;--rather -than--tne 
LAMP &_ FC'WEP TEST . kiy_oii .. the- ,~CC 
contro_} _J:<1_:-~l.. -- ----

(b) The miror alarm scan point is not 
int-ibited. (It was l>ridged by the 
LAMP & p(l~lFP '!EST 'lcev for the manual 
test.) 

(c) Success or failure of the operation 
is determirea by monitorinq the minor 
alarw scan point (rather than 
observirq the liqhtinq and 
extiPguishin9 of LFDs). Th~ PAT 
relay is operated, and after a delav 
i~ excess of one second, the minor 
alar~ scar point should be oresPnt. 
T~e PA'! rPlay is released and, aftPr 
a 1elay, th~ minor alarm scan ooint 
should rot ~e present. 

( 
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4. POWER MODULES -_FS 3 

+3 VOLT POWER DISTRIBUTION 

4.01 The J87389F and J87389P power 
modules equipped in the PFPC supply 
+3 volts required by the 3A cc logic. 
Regulation to within t0.1 volts is achieved 
cy sensing and filtering at the load. An 
FB152 CP equipped in the 3A CC derives a 
+12 volt reference from +24 volts for the 
3-volt converters in the PFPC and for those 
equipped in other units in the processor 
frame. An element of an FC21 CP equipped 
in the 3A cc provides local filtering, 
1110nitors the +3 volts at the load, and 
derives a +3 volt reference from the 
+12 volt reference. 

4.02 Each FC21 CP contains two 
elements. One FC21 element is associated 
with each J87389F power module. Two FC21 
elements are associated with each J87389P 
power module. Each J87389F power module 
can supply up to 5 amperes. Each J87389P 
power module can supoly up to 8 amperes. 

+5 VOLT POWER DISTRIBUTION 

4.03 'Ihe J87389J power modules equipped 
in the PPPC supply +5 volts to the 3A CC 
rni~roprogram store, control panel LEDs, and 
'1'JI.SM termination circuits. Local ser,sinq 
and filtering (ie, at the power module 
rath&r than at the load) and an internal 
reference are employed with these 
conve;:.ters. This is sufficient to maintain 
the potential at the load within t0.5 volts 
with the distribution techniques employed. 
Each +5 volt power module can supply up to 
4 an~eres. PO"iier module PM039A supplies 
the control panel LEDs and the MASM 
terminations. Power module PM061A powers 
the first one thousand words of microstore 
in the 3A cc. These are always equipped. 
Fower modules PM061B through D supply the 
second, third, and fourth one th0usand 
words of microstore, respectively, in the 
3A cc and are equipped on an O?tional basis 
as shown in Circuit Note 102. 

FOWER MODULE OPERATION 

4.(·4 E'>ecept for the output pctertial 
and the location of reference, filter, and 
sensing, the +3 volt and +5 volt modules 
operate the same in the PFPC. 
Minus 48 volts is converted to the output 
potential by switching regulator action. 
Plus 24 volts is required to power the 
module converter and alarm circuits. The 
-48 volt return lead is not grounded at the 
processor frawe, to avoid coupling noise 
into the ground plane to which the frame 
logic circuits connect. Four modules share 
a -48 volt fuse. This allows the use of a 
3-ampere fuse and provides fault isolation. 
Flus 24 volts is connected directly to the 
+24 V terminal to power the alarm J.ED. 

4.05 The IT'Odule is act-iva~en bv 
connectin~ +24 volts to the +24ST terminal, 
which supplies the conversion ana detection 
cir=uitry. This connection is controllei 
via relays STPC t~rough STB1 as described 
in FS 1. ~o more than four converters 
share a start lead to provide faul~ 
isol~tio~. to allow the use of a 3/4-ampere 
fuse, and to lill'it the current through the 
start relay contact to less than 1/2 ampere 
so as to provide lonq-term reliable 
operation of the relay. The converter P~ 
is active to indicate an out-of-range 
output. The P~s are connected together to 
control the winor alarm as describe~ in 
FS 2. Note that since PM039A suoplies some 
+5 volt memory Fower, the associated PA 
signal is connected to other memory +5 volt 
converters to cause an FA signal via CP 
FC262 in the MASC&M unit. '!'his also is 
described in FS 2. 

4.06 The power module FA siqnal 
indicates an overvoltage or excess current. 
These signals control the major alarm relav 
as described in FS 2. A power converter 
should shut itself down when it generates 
an FA siqnal. The FA siqnal will continue 
while the convPrter is shut down as lonq as 
the +2~VST conr,ection is made. 1his 
connection is rewoved to all converters 
wJ.e:-i the IT'aior alann relay releas~s (t-.he 
MJO relay ·is released for the alarm 
conjition). The wodule alarm LEO is lit 
while the module is in the P~ or the FA 
state. The PA signal follows the PA 
con1ition, delayed by a few milliseconds. 
Thus, if the converter qoes in ana out of 
the PA state, the~~ signal will ccme and 
go. The LED will light with the first 
occurrePce of the PA condition ana will 
remai~ lit uPtil it is cleared via the NP~ 
lea:L (The ?-'PA leads for all converters 
are connectea together.) This lead is 
qrounded to extirguish the converter LEO. 
It is also used as an indicator in th~ 
power alarm te~t as descrihed in ~s 2. 

4.07 The converter 
output mnemonic indicate 
which it delivers power. 
output 3VC58P. supplies 
level 0~8, whic::r is part 

5. __ FOSES_- FS_4 

aesiqnation and 
the frame level t-o 

Thus, PMn58B with 
+3 volts to frame 
of the 3A cc. 

5.01 All units in the processor frame 
are fuse::! via the PFPC. Plus 2r1 volts is 
sup?lied via 3/U-ampere alarminq-tyoe fuses 
(70H) except to the I/0 control circuit. 

These fuses are limite~ to 3/U ampere to 
.ens~re that they will be blown by a fault 
in the circuit that thev feea before t~e 
main fuse in the PDF blows. A blown 70H 
fuse puts +2U volts on the alarm bus via 
the operated alarw contact. This connects 
to the FA1 net, where it causes a major 
alar'll. 

5.02 ~11 -48 volt fuses and +24 volt 
AB~ fu~PS are 3-amOPre Russm~n r.RR ~vpe. 

Paqe c; 
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7hesc will also t:e blown by a local fault 
before the PDP main fuse blows. These are 
nor,alarming fuses, however, and are 
paralleled by a 1/2-ampere 70G fuse which 
p~ovides the alanninq function. Thus, an 
overcurrent in a circuit fed by this 
comt:ination l:;lo~·,s both fuses. caution must 
t:e exercised to avoid having the 1/2-arr.pere 
pilot fuse in place without the 
load-carrying GOB fuse in place or el~e the 
norrral load current, if in excess of 1/2 
ampere will ~low the pilot fuse. The alarm 
contact of a olO\ln pilot fuse puts 
-48 volts on the -FAO net through the 
limiting resistor. This results in a major 
alarm via tl1e power alarm circuitry. 

SEC'IION_III ::_fil;FERENCE DAT;\ 

·1. 1-0lnING I.Il'.1;TS 

1.C1 None. 

2 •.• ·FvNC'l'IONAL DESIG~ATION 

J.lerms t,.'l.jo.c and winor alarm 
Flip-flop~ 

Control r-ower s"quencing control 
?~st Po·,,er l\lann •rest Circuits 

Pl1.XXX'i rower Module Supplying Frarr,e 
Level >:xx, Power Net 'i 

S'l'I\O 
STB0-32 
MN 
M,1 
NPA 
1-1\T 

(eg, PMOS~B Supplies Frame 
Level 'i58, Power Net Bl 

+24 VST Control for A Power 
+2~ VST Control £or B Power 
Minor Alarm 
t~jor Alarm 
Reset ?ower Alarm 
Power .'\larrn Test 

EEU TELEPHOl;E LAEO'Ri\TORIES, INCORPORA'fED 

CEPT 53~4-ABC-LEG 

f•:t<;e (, 5 Pa-;~s ----~-

3 •• _FOKCTIONS 

3.1)1 The p:::ocessor frar.ie cower unit 
?r,vides th~ following functions for 
ci cuits equip~a on the proc~ssor frame. 

'a) :'Uses for •24 volt 
potential<::. 

and -48 volt. 

tb) A sem1Prced (2-steo) on/off -po~er 
control u~der control of the 3A cc 
control par.el 'POWEF key. 

{cl A signal to hold the 3A cc in a reset 
state for a duration sufficient for 
all logic cower to reach its 
oper~U!'a potential when power is 
turned on. 

(1) collectior apg reportinq of power an., 
fuse alarll's. 

(e) Testi r.9' of tt>e pO',ner alarm circuit. 

!_ __ COtlNFC-TING -:IFCUTTS 

11. 01 Wher this circuit is liste"l on a 
k ysheet, thP connectirq information 
t ~reon shall ~e followed. 

4. 02 Ti1e I◊1 lowinq circuits are (may 
:1 ) equipp'?rl or the oroccssor fratl'e and are 
'.,rluded as connec1 ing circuit~= 

(a) 3A C-er,tr.:l control C-ircuit 
SC-~C90C'·C'1. 

(bl 3i\ C-,;,r.tral Control, Control Pr.:'l.e:!. 
Circui~ - F~-1cq~1-01. 

(c) W1.i.n Store Cc.,ntroll<>r and ~e:oory 
circuit - sr-1c102-01. 

(:1) M:iin Store ?-'emory Circuit -
SD-1 C903-C' 1. 

(e) Processvr Fram~ Circuit -
Stl-1C91C'-"1. 

(f) 2B ESS I/0 Control Circ~it -
S['-2Hr:'9~-r 1. 

5.01 Mar,ufacturing testing requirements 
~o= this co~~on systems circuit are 
ae~ermin~~ ~Y the usina system. X-7889~ 
specifies the manufacturinq testing 
require:nents for the No. 2B ESS control 
co:n9le;:, whic-h inclucies this circuit. 
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